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1) Two cars start from the opposite places of a main road, 150 km apart. First car runs for 25 km 

and takes a right turn and then runs 15 km. It then turns left and then runs for another 25 km and 

then takes the direction back to reach the main road. In the mean time, due to minor break down 

the other car has run only 35 km along the main road. What would be the distance between two 

cars at this point? 

2) M is 20 m away from C in east direction. B is standing in south of M and is facing south direction 

and distance between M and B is 30 m. Now to the right of B, covering 32 m towards west, D is 

standing. D is eating ice-cream standing on its position and facing north. After eating ice cream D 

starts moving towards south-east direction covering 13 m and reaches to the position of E. 

2.a ) What is the distance between D and C and C is in which direction with respect to D? 

1.   31m, north-east 

2.   29m, north-west 

3.   32.3m, north-east 

4.   40m, north-west 

5. Cannot be determined 

3) Z, X, C, V, T and U are friends standing in a random formation. Z is exactly 8m to the west of V. 
There are two persons between C and T. X stands 4m to south of V. U is 16m to the east of Z. V is 
equidistant from X and T. The total distance between T` and C is 16m. Z is to the north-west of C. 

3) How far is T from C? 
a) 14m     b) 10m     c) 12m     d) 16m     e) CND 

4) What is relation of V  with C and U? 
a) Closer to C     b) Closer to U      c) equidistant from both     d) No relation     e) None 

5) There are some children playing in the park and standing in different directions from each other. 
J is 14 m to the west of S and 6 m to the east of R. T is 48 m to the north of J and 50 m south west 
of K. K is 20 m east of A, who is to the north of R. G is to the south-west of A and west of T. The dis-
tance between A and G is 50m. 

5a. ) A is in which direction of S?  

6) In which direction and how much distance will J move to 
meet G? 
a) NW, 52 m      b) NE, 96 m       c) South, 82 m      
d) SW, 120 m      e) None 
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